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Smart Reports
Features

IBM Clinical Development utilizes
the IBM Cognos Analytics
Reporting Engine to generate a
variety of “out of the box” reports
for clinical studies.

The Site Performance Report
consists of the following six
sections:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Enrollment Tracker
SDV Tracker
Pages Summary
Query Tracker
Query Trends
Query Listing

Site Performance Report
The Site Performance Report provides visual
reports to view and track site performance during
your study. Each section focuses on insightful
metrics used by Clinical Operations to stay
informed on study progress and pro-actively
identify site issues before they become a major
problem.

Section 1: Enrollment Tracker
The Enrollment Tracker section focuses on the
up-to-date enrollment for the study. This block
features two visual aids:

Above: Smart Reports application view

• Enrollment by Site – A bar chart capturing the
subject enrollment for each site and the
percentage of the total enrollment population.
• Total Study Enrollment – A stacked bar chart
showing the total enrollment to-date, color coded
sections for each site and a configurable
‘Enrollment Target’ line.

Section #2: SDV Tracker
The SDV Tracker section provides a brief
snapshot of each site’s SDV status. It also
compares the total SDV data points vs.
those that have been marked SDV.

Section #4: Query Tracker
The Query Tracker features a simple way
to track Open vs Closed queries on a siteby-site basis.

Section #3: Pages Summary
The pages section shows the user a quick
breakdown of study activities at the page
level.

Section #5: Query Trends
Query trends allows a report user to easily
see the status of query management for
the study over time

Above: Pages summary of study activities, analyzed at each level

Section #6: Query Listing
Query Listing provides a number of filters and a
listing where a report user can drill down to the
information relevant to their needs.
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The information in this document is
provided “as is” without any warranty,
express or implied, including without any
warranties of merchantability, fitne s for

IBM products are warranted according
to the terms and conditions of the
agreements under which they are
provided.
Statement of Good Security Practices:
IT system security involves protecting
systems and information through
prevention, detection and response to
improper access from within and outside
your enterprise. Improper access can
result in information being altered,
destroyed or misappropriated or can
result in damage to or misuse of your
systems, including to attack others.
No IT system or product should be
considered completely secure and no
single product or security measure can
be completely effective in preventing
improper access. IBM systems and
products are designed to be part of
a comprehensive security approach,
which will necessarily involve additional
operational procedures, and may require
other systems, products or services to
be most effective. IBM does not warrant
that systems and products are immune
from the malicious or illegal conduct of
any party.

a particular purpose and any warranty or
condition of non-infringement.

Each day, professionals throughout the health
ecosystem make powerful progress toward a
healthier future. At IBM Watson Health, we help
them remove obstacles, optimize efforts and reveal
new insights to support the people they serve.
Working across the landscape, from payers and
providers to governments and life sciences, we bring
together deep health expertise; proven innovation;
and the power of artificial in elligence to enable
our customers to uncover, connect and act — as
they work to solve health challenges for people
everywhere.
For more information on IBM Watson Health,
visit ibm.com/watsonhealth.
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